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ABSTRACT

We describe our experience exhibiting a human-size robot
in a museum, encouraging visitors to interact with the robot
and even program it to perform a sequence of timed poses.
Three different user interfaces for robot programming were
designed and piloted. At the museum, users’ programs were
run on the real robot for all to see. The installation attracted
and engaged visitors between the ages of two to adult. The
most intuitive of our interfaces was equally captivating for
young and older visitors. We discuss the pros and cons of our
interfaces, and statistically analyze over 850 pose sequences
that were programmed by the visitors. The analyses reveal
engagement times, the depth to which visitors investigated
installation features, and the nature of motions visitors programmed for the robot. Based on these results and our observations we provide lessons for other exhibitors who aim
to achieve active prolonged engagement for museum settings.
We also point to implications for designing interfaces for enduser programming of robots.

Figure 1. The Tech Museum installation overview.

created by interacting with and controlling a device that is
more than twice the visitor’s size will inspire exploration, and
possibly even a future career.
The PR2 is a complex machine with numerous joints each
taking a wide range of positions, and yet visitors to the exhibit found it easy and fun to control. During 60 exhibit hours
at the technology museum our installation has attracted over
850 visitors ranging from 2 years of age to older adult. All of
these visitors completed at least one documented fully functional motion sequence ‘dance’. In aggregate these visitors
created over 11,000 poses.
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The PR2 was the centerpiece of the exhibit, however only
one robot could be physically present at the museum due to
expense and size. To allow multiple visitors to interact with
the exhibit simultaneously, six computers were available with
robot simulators. The installation arrangement is shown in
Figure 1. Each visitor first designed their program in simulation, and when complete, the dance was played on the live
robot for everyone to see.
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General Terms

Human Factors; Design
INTRODUCTION

Complex personal robots, robots that co-habit and interact
with us daily, are a fascinating goal. To push this dream forward, we need to make robots interesting, acceptable and accessible for the general public, and inspire a new generation
of roboticists. With these goals in mind, we engaged with a
large technology museum to run an interactive exhibit with
the human-sized PR2 robot, shown in Figure 2. Visitors to
the exhibit, shown in Figure 1, were able to program the PR2
to perform a series of timed poses, a ‘dance’, of their own
design. Our hope is that the sense of power and fascination

In this paper, we provide a description of our experience with
the museum exhibit and creating an accessible programming
interface for a complex robot. Toward our goals of making
robots accessible and interesting, we analyze how deeply visitors engaged with the installation and how they wanted to
use the robot. Based on these analyses and our on-site experiences, we present suggestions for others who wish to create
similar exhibits with the goal of introducing visitors to computer science and robotics.
This exhibit has demonstrated that it is feasible for naı̈ve users
to program complex robots. This suggests that some of the
same techniques and requirements for end-user programming
which made this exhibit successful could provide inspiration
for other contexts as well.
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PROGRAMMING THE PR2
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Figure 2. The Personal Robot model 2 (PR2) with schematic of joints.

The goal of the exhibit was to engage visitors of all ages to
program the PR2 to perform a series of timed poses, called
‘dances’, including moving its arms, head, and torso (which
moves up and down.) The robot is mobile, however for safety
purposes the programs could not make the robot drive around.
For presentation, the dances were set to music with the intention of making the exhibit more entertaining and accessible
to visitors who might otherwise be reluctant to program.

the user could control, and one camera-based control. In
addition, users could control the length of time the robot
took to achieve each pose, indirectly controlling the robot’s
speed. For this high-dimensional space, joystick-based control would not be sufficient nor educational. So a focus in
developing the exhibit was creating a programming interface
which would be accessible for young children, educational
for older children, and interesting for adults.

The first hurdle in designing such an exhibit was creating an
accessible interface for robot programming. Leading up to
the exhibit, we piloted three interfaces, and from these experiences picked our final interface. The following subsections describe the PR2 and the development of the three programming interfaces we considered: the coding interface, the
semi-autonomous interface, and the Puppet interface.

Alternative 1: Programming Interface

Our first interaction alternative, coding interface, is a simplified general programming approach. We piloted this approach in four all-day events at the museum. The events,
called Hack-the-Future [1], had participants move among activity booths staffed by volunteers, remaining at each for as
long as desired.

In subsequent sections we will describe our installation deployments in greater detail, introduce our measurements and
analyses of the pose sequences that visitors created, discuss
those findings, and close with design implications.

Our coding interface facility is based on the Python programming language; pre-defined functions generate robot motions.
Each function controls one or more joints and takes in a set
of parameters which determine the joint angles. Participants
were given an example program for inspiration, which they
edited as desired in a simple text editor. Editing complexity
ranged from simply changing the parameter values, to changing the order of the function calls, through to adding programming constructs such as loops. Listing 1 shows an example
snippet of the coding interface interface.

The PR2

As mentioned, the PR2 is a complex robot with many degrees
of freedom. The PR2’s joint layout is shown in Figure 2. The
shoulder, arm, and head joints are inspired by the corresponding human joints, but do have significant differences. The
shoulder holds two joints, one for lifting the arm, and one
for swinging it from side to side. The elbows and wrists flex
similarly to the human joints, however they also have the superhuman ability to each rotate 360◦ continuously. The head
can rotate from side to side in a ‘no’ motion with a range
much larger than a human’s, from −160◦ to 160◦ (with 0◦
corresponding to looking straight ahead). Human head rotation is limited to about 80◦ in both directions. When turned
160◦ , the head looks almost all the way backwards. The head
can also tilt up and down in a ‘yes’ motion.

Listing 1. Example code snippet
s o u n d . s a y ( ‘ ‘ Come Here R o h i t ’ ’ )
torso . set (.3)
head . l o o k a t ( 1 . 0 , 0 , 1 )
arm . m o v e t o ( 9 0 , 0 , 9 0 , − 1 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , LEFT )
rospy . sleep ( 5 . 0 )

The advantage of this method is its similarity to general programming. The introduction of looping, for example, is a
minor conceptual step once a visitor has mastered this entry
method.

The robot is also equipped with a number of sensors, such as
cameras and lasers. For this exhibit, one of the cameras on
the robot’s head was employed to track users’ faces.

A visiting high school teacher was excited to see this facility.
She had introduced her class to robotics through one of the

In total, these joints provided 11 degrees of freedom that
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Figure 5. Physical interaction devices. (a) A MIDI control board where
each slider is connected to a robot joint. (b) Users play programs on the
robot by pressing a joystick button. The four shape buttons correspond
to up to four different programs.

Figure 3. Specifying only the robot’s wrist position simplifies the programming interface, but often leads to awkward angles for the other
joints such as the elbows.

Alternative 3: Puppet GUI

Figure 4 shows the final user interface. The most important difference between the semi-autonomous interface and
the Puppet interface is that now visitors control each joint individually. Visitors uniquely specify the start and end angles
for each joint and then the underlying software computes a
linear trajectory between the two. Each pose is then added
to a sequence to form the complete dance. Giving users control over every joint creates an interface problem: numerous
sliders would be required for the arms alone. Such a forest of
widgets on-screen could look daunting.

available kits, such as [3, 10, 6]. Her concern was the difficulty of eventually ‘breaking out’ of these kits to have her
students advance into regular programming.
The complexity of this first approach limits it to older children. In our experiences, successful users were age 8 and up.
Alternative 2: Semi-Autonomous GUI

Instead, the Puppet interface facility uses a tangible interface as suggested in [11, 12], an inexpensive nine-slider MIDI
controller for joint angle input as in Figure 5(a). Each joint
is assigned to a slider or knob. There are multiple reasons
for employing physical sliders. First, we posit that they appear more accessible and less complex. By being tactile, they
allow the user to keep their eyes on the on-screen simulated
robot while moving the sliders with their hands, thereby more
easily making the association between their actions and the
resulting robot movements. As the user moves a slider on the
MIDI board, the simulated robot moves on the screen, allowing for realtime feedback. Also, multiple physical sliders can
be moved concurrently far more easily than mouse-controlled
on-screen sliders.

Our semi-autonomous interface uses direct manipulation to
create pose sequences, avoiding the difficulty of text-based
programming.
The associated cognitive model has visitors think of the robot
as a simple marionette with one string attached to each wrist.
In addition, the robot head’s tilt and pan angles are adjustable.
On-screen sliders allow the visitor to manipulate these parameters, and a built in robot simulator shows poses as the sliders
are manipulated. A pose Accept button creates a line of robot
move commands similar to the code visitors would manually
insert with coding interface. A play button runs the simulator
through all the poses, like a movie.
This semi-autonomous interface is much more approachable
than coding interface, and we had five-year-olds use it. The
current problem with this interface is technical. The position
of a wrist in space is defined via the sliders, but no information is specified for the remaining arm joints, such as the elbow and shoulder. The interface is call ‘semi-autonomous’
because the robot decides where to put those unspecified
joints. The unspecified joints can take any value that allows
the wrist to be in the correct position. Unfortunately, solving
for these joint values is not optimal, so at run-time it is possible for no solution to be found, or for a solution to be found
which is very awkward1 . In Figure 3, the girl programmed the
robot’s wrists to hug her, however when she ran the program
on the robot the elbows were too close together. This difficulty led to our final design for the exhibit which retains the
accessible interactive, non-textual nature of semi-autonomous
interface, while avoiding its pitfalls.

Once users have created a pose using the slider board, they
click the Append button to add a robot joint control command in the Pose and Action List pane. Exposing this line
of code to the user introduces the concept of text-based programming and facilitates later migration to a more sophisticated programming environment. The lines of code can be
edited directly, reordering them or changing their parameters.
Clicking the Play Poses button causes the simulator to move
through the entire sequence of motions. As the sequence
plays, the current program statement is highlighted to again
help visitors make a connection between their poses and the
code statements. This facilitates learning.
To further reduce complexity, the functionality on the slider
board is divided into three modes toggled by the mode switch.
The first mode constrains the joints in both arms to move as
mirror images of each other, so each slider controls the same
joint in both arms simultaneously. This is the easiest mode to
use and the default when a new user is introduced to the in-

1
In the field of robotics this problem of determining angles of ‘free’
joints is called inverse kinematics.
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Figure 4. The Puppet interface used in the museum exhibit.

terface. It is also the easiest way to achieve symmetric poses
like opening both arms.

ends at the The Tech Museum [2]. This installation was available to anyone visiting the museum during those weekends.
In total, the data below represents 16 full days of use.

Pressing the mode button switches the slider board into left
control mode (and moves the mode light to the right.) When
in this mode each arm-related slider controls a joint on the
robot’s left arm only. Similarly, switching to the right control
mode assigns arm-related sliders to the right arm. An additional command, Look-at-Face, has the robot use its camera
to seek out the nearest human face in its field of view and turn
its head to look at that face. We did not introduce visitors to
these modes or additional abilities during our initial system
introduction. More persistent visitors either discovered them
on their own, or an attendant explained them.

Hack-the-Future

The Hack-the-Future events are full-day endeavors geared towards older children, from roughly 8 years old to teenagers,
although younger children do attend. The event room is full
of stations staffed by volunteers who offer different activities,
from hobby electronics to computer game design. Programming the PR2 was one of these offerings. Participants stayed
at a given station for as long as it amused them. Given the
older age group and the potential for longer interaction times
(up to hours), we installed the coding interface and semiautonomous interface interfaces at these events.

Once the visitor is happy with the pose sequence, it is uploaded to the physical robot. When everyone around the exhibit is ready and in a safe position, the exhibit attendant allows the visitor to execute their program by pressing a joystick button (Figure 5(b).) This public show is both for the
benefit of the visitor as well as for bystanders.

The Tech Museum Open Exhibit

The Tech Museum is a hands-on technology and science museum for people of all ages and backgrounds. As a result, the
exhibit we deployed had to engage a very wide audience.
The exhibit was installed in an open area of the museum as
shown in Figure 1, and used the Puppet interface for robot
programming. The requirements of a museum exhibit are
unique: it must engage people quickly as they are walking
by, it must accommodate multiple people at once, it must be
accessible and rewarding within a few minutes but also be
interesting enough that some people can explore for hours.

Notice the four tabs at the upper left of Figure 4 marked with
a square, a triangle, a circle, and an ‘x’, corresponding to the
four shape buttons on the joystick. These tabs allow visitors
to create up to four separate pose sequences. During playback on the physical robot, a specific program is invoked by
pressing the corresponding shape button on the joystick. This
provides a rudimentary loop-like functionality, and provides
the participant some control over the real-time performance.

The flow of the exhibit was as follows. Each participant first
found a free workstation and was given a very fast (approximately 1 minute) introduction to the exhibit and the Puppet
interface using the slider board, Figure 5(a). An instruction
sheet was posted beside each monitor, but participants rarely
used those, preferring instead to randomly explore the controls or ask an attendant for help. Once the participant was

DEPLOYMENTS

We had opportunity to install the robotics activities on multiple occasions, and in two different contexts. The first context
included four full-day events for which participants signed up
ahead of time [1]. The other context consisted of six week4

Figure 6. Cross section of our visitors at The Tech Museum deployment.

happy with the program they created, they called over an attendant who watched the program with them and then saved
it and sent it to the robot’s program queue. The attendant
then got the attention of the bystanders to watch the program
and move a safe distance from the robot, and gave the participant permission to run their program. The participant got the
satisfaction of running their own program by pressing one of
the program buttons on the joystick, Figure 5(b). In between
dance performances, visitors were often examining the robot
up close, touching the robot, and taking photographs with the
robot.

Figure 7. The Tech Museum motion sequence example (excerpt).

a sitting, some returned for multiple weekends. But roughly,
the number of programs corresponds to the number of distinct
visitors. Given the number of programs and the exhibit hours,
on average 17 new programs were created per hour.

As is common in museums of this type, the environment was
hectic and entire groups of visitors often arrived at once and
participated in an activity together. Given these conditions we
did not systematically record visitor ages or demographics.
Figure 6 illustrates the range of visitor ages.

Next, we analyze the programs to learn about participants’
interest in programming the robot, ways in which participants
used the robot, and ideas for future robot interfaces.
MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES

This set-up served the requirements of the museum exhibit
in the following ways. To draw people in quickly, the live
robot continuously performed participants’ dances to music.
To allow multiple people to use the exhibit at the same time,
six workstations allowed people to program in parallel.

Given the uncontrolled nature of a high volume museum exhibit, with multiple visitors and volunteers, we did not attempt to impose formal study controls or retain detailed visitor information. We do, however, have a record of the pose
sequences that visitors created.

To make the exhibit accessible, the initial instructions were
kept very short, only explaining the sliders in the two-arm
symmetric mode, and the participants were allowed to play
with the sliders. The physical sliders also made the exhibit
accessible, allowing children as young as two to easily control
the simulated robot.

In an effort to learn about visitor interaction with the programming environment, and about their relationship with the
robot, we analyzed nine coding interface, and 857 Puppet interface visitor programs. From this material we can answer
questions such as the following.
• To explore engagement in and accessibility of the exhibit:

Participants who showed interest and aptitude were introduced to or discovered the more complex features, such as
controlling the timing of the poses, controlling one arm at a
time, using the Look-at-Face function, or even editing their
program via the text interface. This additional functionality,
as well as the fun activity of creating a dance to music, engaged older children and adults alike, keeping some visitors
busy for as much as an hour.

– How was time of engagement distributed across the
roughly 850 visitors?
– How many visitors used the easiest, symmetric control mode in their programs, and how many investigated the programming environment’s more deeply?
– How many visitors used only the sliders, and how
many investigated other features such as knobs or onscreen buttons?

Figure 7 shows a small excerpt from a long pose sequence. In
total, 857 pose sequences – programs – were created during
roughly 50 hours of exhibit time. These programs are stored
in a database. Some visitors created multiple programs in

• To explore how people want to use robots and which robot
motions they find acceptable:
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Figure 10. Head shaking vs. nodding.
Each dot is one pose change.

– Did visitors favor particular robot joints, such as those
that are most similar to human joints?

10%. If a visitor did not change a joint’s angle when defining
a pose, then the change is 0%.

– Did visitors animate one side of the robot more than
the other, for example to reflect the prevalence of human right-handedness?

The study of how visitors chose to operate joints allows indirect conclusions on how deeply visitors explored the installation’s features, reflecting both engagement and accessibility.
Here we first present the data and analyses, and we then discuss the conclusions in the Discussion section.

– Did visitors project human joint range limitations onto
the robot joints, some of which can exceed human capabilities?

Head Pan and Tilt

In 20% of all poses visitors changed the head pan joint,
making the robot shake its head. By comparison, 34% of
poses included head tilt (nodding). Both numbers are significantly different from the number of times visitors did not
change these joints (head pan: two-tailed t = 29.1, df =
11, 458, p < .001; head tilt: two-tailed t = 51.5, df =
11458, p < .001). The head pan joint’s mean change was
3%, the head tilt joint’s mean change was 13%, a significant
difference (two-tailed t = −34.6, df = 11458, p < .001).

As we will elaborate, several of these questions carry importance beyond the immediate purpose of our installation.
For example, the avoidance of joint angles outside human
range might suggest that automatically generated robot gestures should also avoid such angles.
We now present the analysis, which we discuss in subsequent
sections.
Length of Engagement

The correlation between head shaking and head nodding was
significant but weak (Pearson coefficient=0.09, p < .001).

Unless stated, we focus here on the Puppet interface programs. Visitors created 11,469 poses distributed over 847
programs. The mean program therefore consisted of 15 poses.
Figure 8 shows how the number of poses varied among the
Puppet interface programs (with a bin size of 2), revealing a
wide range of program lengths with a median of 5-6 poses.

Figure 10 provides an overview of head changes. The density
of marks along the axes of Figure 10 reflects the fact that
visitors often chose to have the robot’s head either pan or tilt,
but not both for a given pose.
Limb Joint Use

Our informal observation is that many visitors engaged for
10 minutes. Using Figure 8 to see that six poses was the most
common number of poses in a program we computed a dwell
time distribution, as shown in Figure 9. Assuming a dwell
time of 10 minutes for 6 poses, we computed dwell times for
programs with more or fewer poses against this calibration.
Figure 9’s peak at 10 minutes reflects this calibration.

In the following, the term right side of the body is as seen
from the robot’s perspective. Of 11,458 poses, 843 (7.4%)
moved joints on the right side of the robot’s body while keeping the joints on the left stationary. In 777 (6.8%) of the
poses joints on the left moved, while joints on the right remained still. Poses involved limbs on both sides 7,285 times
(63.6%). Head or torso motions without any limb changes
were included in 2,554 (22.3%) of all poses. Figure 11 summarizes the change frequencies for each individual joint and
how these changes are distributed among poses which change
only the right side of the body, only the left side of the body,
or both sides of the body.

Joint Use

For each of the 11,000+ poses we computed how much every joint angle changed compared to the previous pose in its
sequence. That is the joint angle change between pose n − 1
and pose n. A joint change is expressed as a percentage of the
respective joint’s total range. For example, the robot’s head
may pan (head shaking motion) from −100◦ to 100◦ from its
position looking straight ahead. If a visitor turned the head
20◦ to the left, the computed head pan joint change would be

Beyond these frequencies we analyzed the magnitude of
movement on the left versus right side. We added the
percentage change to left side joints in all poses to compute
lef tT otal, and the corresponding rightT otal. Comparing
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Figure 11. Joint use frequencies. For each joint, the colors show how
often that joint was changed in poses which only changed joints on the
right side of the body, on the left side of the body, or poses which changed
joints on both sides of the body.

lef tT otal with rightT otal in two equal-sized random
subgroups showed no significant difference. There is no
evidence that users preferred one side of the robot over the
other.
Motion Symmetry

Let limbT otal = lef tT otal + rightT otal be the total percent change of all joints between all consecutive poses in a set
of programs. We can compare this quantity among two different kinds of pose sets: set one contains the poses which are
symmetric between the left and right side of the body, and set
two the poses which are asymmetric. The average limbTotal
for the symmetric poses (set one) was 164%, while the average for the asymmetric pose (set two) was a total of 142%.
A univariate ANOVA comparing these two results was highly
significant (F (1, 11457) = 28.7, p < .001). The effect size
was very small.

Figure 13. Some robot joints exceed human joint range.

Joint Range Use and Human Joint Capabilities

A number of the robot’s joints can actually move far outside
of the corresponding human joint limits, as illustrated in Figure 13. These poses look unnatural but are often very functional, so roboticists want to know if such poses are acceptable to the people cohabiting with a robot.

Examining the motions of individual joints, we found that
visitors used certain joints differently when performing onesided or two-sided motions. For example, visitors flexed
the elbowFlex joint by 7% more in right side poses than in
poses that involved joints on both body sides, (F (1, 11457) =
50.2, p < .004). Similarly, the left elbow was flexed by 7%
more when involved in a left side pose than in a pose that
involved both sides of the robot, F (1, 11457) = 42.4, p <
.004. For the PR2 elbow flex, a 7% change means a 9◦ flexion. This pattern held for the other arm joints as well, as seen
in Figure 12.

On the PR2, the roll joints move beyond human range, as well
as both head tilt and pan. Roll joints allow robots and humans
to turn a segment of limb around its longitudinal axis. For example rotation of the human shoulder is roughly equivalent to
the PR2’s upper arm roll joint. The human range for this rotation is about 180◦ [8]. In contrast, the corresponding robot
joint can rotate by 268◦ . This difference is particularly visible in the head joint, for which humans have a range of about
80◦ in each direction from the eyes-forward position [7]. The
robot head can turn 160◦ in each direction, almost looking
straight back over its shoulder. The robot can also rotate its
forearm and wrist joints continuously, and the robot’s shoulders also pan beyond human range.

The histogram’s peak shows the number of times that the left
and right elbow flex joints were changed by the same nonzero amount. Cases in which both left and right elbow flex
joints did not change are omitted from Figure 12. Thus the
zero-difference bin is evidence of visitors remaining in the
symmetric mode of the slider board. Of all the programs created, 40% contained asymmetric poses, meaning that those
visitors tried a different mode on the slider board.

Table 1 shows how often visitors used joint positions that
fall outside of normal human range. Most of the programs
7

Poses beyond
human range

Joint

vast majority of visitors additionally waited to see their program executed by the physical robot. Even minimal interaction with the installation therefore represents a significant
commitment by the visitor.

Programs with
poses beyond
human range

Head pan
1869: 17%
287: 34%
Left shoulder pan
3036: 26%
564: 67%
Right shoulder pan
3142: 27%
569: 67%
Left wrist flex
2566: 22%
498: 59%
Right wrist flex
2653: 23%
506: 60%
Table 1. For each joint, the center columns shows the number of poses
in which visitors set that joint’s position outside of the range of motion
of the equivalent human joint. The right column shows the number of
distinct programs that contained such out-of-human-range poses.

As shown in the previous analysis, the mean number of poses
per program was 15, far exceeding the median of 6. Many
visitors went far beyond the median, displaying prolonged
engagement with the exhibit. In fact, several visitors spent
more than an hour creating intricate dances set to music like
Another One Bites the Dust by the band Queen.
We can consider the ‘beginner’ mode for the interface to consist of using only the sliders (no knobs or extra functions) in
symmetric mode. This mode was highly accessible, attracting
users from ages 2 to older adult, who created 857 programs.

Histogram of Visitor’s Tab Usage
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The use of additional interface features reflects prolonged engagement and exploration of the interface’s features. Use of
the slider board mode settings is one such feature. Given
space and cost limitations, our control surface could not exceed the nine sliders on the MIDI boards, forcing us into a
mode pattern. Modes are well known to be challenging to
users [9]. The 40% of users who did venture into the modes
which controlled only the left or right body sides were thus
clearly comfortable with the interface’s more complex levels. This significant use of the slider modes suggests a good
level of investigative efforts by the visitors, especially given
the number of young children. It also suggests that even advanced features of the interface were accessible.
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Figure 14. Use of tabs to create multiple subprograms.

placed the joints in these extreme positions despite (or perhaps because of) their unnatural appearance. For example,
2653 poses (23%) flexed the right wrist beyond human range
(typically about 90◦ .) The right column for the right wrist flex
shows that these poses were contained in 506 distinct programs. Roughly 506 visitors took the robot wrist further than
a human hand could bend.

We also noted that visitors more often nodded the head than
turning it side to side. This is likely due to the fact that the
head pan control was one of the few knobs on the slider board,
rather than one of the more common sliders. The pan knob
was still frequently used, though, which might also be evidence for more thorough exploration of the slider board.

The tabs that allowed visitors to create up to four programs
were used 83 times (Figure 14). Visitors included the Lookat-Face feature in 318 (38%) of programs. Use of these features implies prolonged user engagement.

The 38% of the Puppet interface programs that included the
Look-At-Face feature were further evidence of engagement
depth. Exhibit staff did not point this feature out in their
initial instructions. Only once visitors had made significant
progress and had demonstrated staying power did staff point
to this additional option.

DISCUSSION

Learning

Like [5], our evaluation of the robot exhibit is informed by
the Active Prolonged Engagement (APE) project [4]. One
important indicator for an exhibit’s success is the amount of
time the installation holds visitors engaged. A second evaluation criterion is whether visitors learned new skills or gained
insight into previously unfamiliar concepts. We also discuss
how participants used the robot, with an eye toward inspiring
future robot design.

Given the uncontrolled nature of the exhibit we cannot offer
formal conclusions about learning. Informally, we observed
learning particularly with the very young visitors (2-5 yearolds.) We could see a flash of understanding once they realized that their physical movement of the sliders controlled the
robot image on the display in front of them. Sometimes these
children had trouble understanding that their sliders did not
control the physical robot, which they could also see from
their workstation. The eventual realization that the sliders
controlled a facsimile on the screen, and that only later would
they control the physical robot was a new experience to them.

Use of Advanced Program Features

Engagement

Quote from an (approximately) eight-year-old:

Another snippet of learning for younger children involved the
notion that a button push would add the simulated robot’s
current pose to the growing linear list of command statements on the left of the display (Figure 4). When the simulated robot played back a motion sequence, the successive

“This is the coolest thing I’ve ever done!”
Any visitor to the exhibit who finished even a small motion
sequence had at least sat down, listened to the verbal introduction, experimented, and then created the sequence. The
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robot on the screen. This helped to elucidate the causal relationship between their own actions with the sliders and the
robot’s movements. The board also saved screen real estate.

pose statements were highlighted, emphasizing that the robot
was controlled by sequences of statements. This insight is
a very first step towards understanding the principle of programming. The introduction of loops could be a next step
that would fit naturally into the robot animation task.

The downside of incorporating the slider board is that the installation cannot easily be extended into visitors’ homes. Our
plan is to have the robot simulator run over the World-Wide
Web, so that visitors can continue creating pose sequences at
home, making even longer and more intricate dances. The
hope is for them to be interested in returning to the museum
another day to see their work on the physical robot. Any
hardware not available in a typical household impedes this
vision. The solution is to create an alternative interface with
on-screen joint motion controls for home use.

Joint Use

We would like to understand if people are comfortable, or
even amused, when they see a robot with limbs in positions
that humans cannot replicate. A number of robot tasks in
household settings are simplified if robots are free to contort limbs to their maximum range. For example, planning to
grasp an object in a small home is a complex operation with
a number of logistic and safety constraints. Is it acceptable to
people if a humanoid robot contorts?

Participation by Both Adults and Children

Similarly, visitor pose and motion preferences even within
human joint constraints are interesting. Robots might attempt
to heed those preferences when planning motions. The result
could be increased acceptance of robotic assistance.

Watching adults participate in and enjoy the exhibit was quite
satisfying. The adults’ own participation also made them very
patient while waiting for their children, and many of them
actually programmed together with their children.

Note in Table 1 that well over 50% of programs extended at
least one joint beyond what its human counterpart could do.
While this exhibit cannot answer the question of non-human
joint movement acceptance conclusively, this broad voluntary
setting of non-human joint ranges would suggest acceptance
of similar poses when initiated by the robot itself.

Adults participating in the installation was also presumably a
boon for the children’s experience; the children were working
on a project that even adults saw as worthwhile. This levelling
is rare, particularly with young childrens’ everyday toys.
Including both adults and children in our setup did provide
mixed results, however. On one hand, the children were inspired and pushed to do their best. On the other hand, watching the robot execute lengthy and sophisticated sequences
created by persistent adults intimidated some of the children.
Designers of future installations may want to publicly identify
adult’s work versus that of children to better set expectations.

Our observations at the museum suggest that these superhuman poses contributed to the fun of the exhibit. We saw
a number of children attempting to replicate the robot’s contortions with their own bodies. Many danced along, trying to
match entire pose sequences and keep pace with the robot.

Robot as Hawker During Lulls

Rather than being disconcerted or even frightened by a large
machine that is quite reminiscent of humans but does not behave accordingly, visitors actively created such discrepancies.
This finding is encouraging for prospects of using similar
robots co-habiting with people. In such settings it might precisely be the non-human capabilities that help robots excel.

The natural ebb and flow of museum visitors to an exhibit
means that there were quiet times. During these times we
had the robot perform some of the more impressive dances to
music. Very often this would attract new visitors who were
roaming in neighboring areas of the building. The robot thus
acted as its own dancing advertiser, and many visitors decided
to try their hand at creating their own sequences.

DESIGN SUGGESTIONS

We learned a number of lessons in the course of constructing
and showing the robot exhibit. These insights include both
technical and organizational components. The following subsections list recommendations for future exhibits.

The powerful attraction of motion set to rousing music was a
catalyst we had not anticipated. Within limits imposed by the
environment, designers of similar installations might invest
effort in creating an attractive, attention-getting state for the
installation when visitors are temporarily sparse.

Tangible Interface

Central Artifact

The Puppet interface was our most successful interface in
terms of attracting visitors. Its simplicity and incremental
disclosure of complexity provided an easy learning process,
with near immediate success. Being able to program in parallel with watching other people execute their programs on the
physical robot was also engaging and spurred many visitors
to create something of their own.

Having the robot as a centerpiece of the installation, with visitor workstations arranged around the machine, worked well.
For one, visitors could always see the goal of their efforts on
the workstations. In the case of children, the physical robot’s
running through other children’s programs served as continuing proof that others their own age were able to accomplish
fun results.

The tangible slider board was particularly useful in engaging
the sense of touch and leveraging tactile agility. The sliders
are much easier for young children to use than a mouse. More
importantly, visitors did not need to look at their hands while
controlling the simulation and so could keep their eyes on the

We can thus highly recommend the two-phase approach in
which multiple visitors can work on less expensive equipment
(the workstations), yet still have a turn seeing their work executed by the much more expensive centerpiece. Multiple visitors engaging at the same time attracts more visitors, and the
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follow-on work is to have the robot simulator operate over
the Web so that visitors could continue building sequences
at home. The desire to see their creations executed by the
physical robot might draw them back to the museum, as well.

workstations provided an exciting experience even by themselves. On the robot, even long dances execute quickly, so
nobody needs to wait in line for long.
Of course, an exhibit of this type does require a correspondingly large exhibit area.

We have also discussed the possibility of automatically creating video clips of the simulator-based robot dances. These
clips could be shared online with family and friends.

Scalability and Permanence

The most significant shortcoming of our exhibit is that it requires staffing at all times. Our short, written instructions
taped to the workstation displays were often ignored in favor
of trial and error. Although ad hoc exploration often leads to
a satisfying experience, a short introduction is still valuable
to structure learning.

Capitalizing on Music

The observed power of music at the exhibit prompted us to
augment the Puppet interface user interface. The new interface, Tapper, explicitly integrates music into the pose sequence construction. Visitors can select songs and use their
mouse button to tap the beat of the music into the computer.
A beat calculator then interactively computes how long pose
transitions must last to fit into multiples or fractions of the
beat. The facility also adds sound and text-to-speech commands.

The coding interface in particular needs visitors to have a
significant amount of assistance from knowledgable staff. It
would be more difficult to create an unattended interactive
display based on this interface than for Puppet interface.
On the other hand, visitors who do use the coding interface
learn useful aspects of computer programming. We heard
informally from a teacher who examined our coding interface option. She explained that in her teaching with a selfcontained Lego related robotics kit she had reached an unfortunate limit. The Lego kit had served her well up to the point
where a true programming language was required to advance
her students, but there was no obvious transition path. She
felt that the coding interface would be an excellent growth
path. This implied that bridging the gap between carefully
constructed kits, and the ‘wilder’ environment of a programming language would be considered useful.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described our experience creating and
administering an interactive robotics museum installation
which allows visitors to program and physically interact
with a large robot. The installation attracted a surprising
breadth of ages, ranging from 2-year-olds to adults. We
showed through an analysis of over 850 resulting pose
sequence programs that visitors found the exhibit accessible
and engaged with the installation deeply, often for extended
periods of time. We have presented a number of lessons
learned regarding the installation and its logistics. We also
gained insight into building easier methods for controlling
the robot. Our experience watching visitors gain power
and confidence around a potentially intimidating robot
was strongly encouraging. The understanding we gained
and presented will transfer both to interactiive displays of
different topics, and to human-robot interaction.

The most important role for the exhibit staff was to ensure
order and safety around the physical robot. The staff managed the queue of programs waiting to be executed and ensured that children took turns and stood away from the robot
while it was moving. The robot could foreseeably be placed
behind a glass wall for safety, however the attendants provided two features which cordoning off the robot would not.
First, the attendants could explain what the robot was doing
in real time, which helped to engage the children in the performance. These explanations were particularly useful when
the robot did something unexpected - the attendants turned
these accidents into teaching moments. The second benefit
of having attendants present was that between program executions, children could physically touch and move the robot
and have their picture taken with the robot. We believe that
allowing children to touch the robot increased their comfort
level with large robots in general and helped convince them
that programming the robot was accessible.
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